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Abstract

Walking and tourism in cities has not an important aspect of tourism development. This is hardly surprising. Most tourism studies focus on large projects featuring air travel, highway access and car parking. Thus, it is firstly important to establish why walking is key within the tourism system. It is the missing ingredient, which enables integration in terms of the journey, or whilst at the destination-without walking there is only virtual tourism. With regard to the latter, walking is often the sole form of transport suitable for a multiplicity of short trips to the beach, bars and restaurant. Regardless of this, walking and other forms of non-motorised transport tend to be excluded in discussion of tourism policy (Page, 2005). At the destination, developers clearly provide for walking but this tends to be on an enclave basis in order to facilitate a higher density of visitors, which can be directed, slowed and encouraged to spend at transport terminals, shopping centres, and visitor attractions.

This approach ignores the need for open spaces and walking routes, where people can walk or dwell; the element of city life which is crucially important in retaining an appeal to the visitor and resident. Studies report a continued increase in walking for leisure but this is in relation to an overall background of decline in walking trips in cities so there is reason to be concerned (Tolley, Lumsdon and Bickerstaff, 2000).

This casual recreational activity is best described as walking for pleasure. In this context, walking enhances the tourist experience by allowing interpretation of the built
environment and public spaces at close proximity and by providing opportunities to share cultural and social dimensions in a way that other forms of transport cannot readily facilitate. Thus, walking becomes an integral part of visiting the city. In order to facilitate this experience the tourism planner seeks to present or interpret dimensions of the destination such a historic theme, a musical or gastronomic experience, local cultural attributes or a similar aspect which might be of interest to the visitor.

Thus, when planning tourism and transport at a destination it is important to integrate walking for tourists in the process. The paper discusses four strategic dimensions which are key to this:

1. Walking Routes as a means of travel reduction
2. Walking Routes and open spaces as a tourism experience
3. Walking as part of image development
4. Monitoring and tourist impact
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